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Introduction: Re-thinking the “post-industrial” city

After decades of planning for the “post-industrial” city, urban policymakers have
begun to reconsider how production might once again be integrated with the urban
fabric (Ferm et al, 2021; Hatuka et al., 2017). This almost paradoxical policy shift
rides a wave of optimism pinned to new forms of urban manufacturing in “high” (e.g.,
pharmaceuticals; aerospace manufacturing) and “low” (e.g., custom printing, set
design, home furnishing) technology fields (Friedman & Byron, 2012; Hansen &
Winther, 2014).

Yet, it also reflects concerns over the increasing scarcity of central industrial land
following longstanding urban policies geared toward higher-value housing, office
space and consumption amenities for a “knowledge-based” economy (Curran &
Hanson, 2005; De Boeck & Ryckewaert, 2020; Ferm & Jones, 2017). Between 2000
and 2018, 2,423 hectares of industrial land were rezoned in Melbourne, most of
which were small parcels (<5 hectares) in inner and middle suburbs (Victoria State
Government, 2019, p. 7).

It is now well understood that these “post-industrial” forms of urban development
exacerbate inequalities (Catungal et al., 2009; Curran, 2007). In contrast, productive
urban industrial districts hold potential for new business growth, greater economic
diversity, and more inclusive employment and land use outcomes (Chapple, 2014;
Gibson et al., 2017; Wolf-Powers et al., 2017). This is particularly important in the
context of Covid-19, which has severely impacted urban economies dominated by
low-wage services and consumption jobs (Grodach & Martin, 2020).

Despite enthusiasm for revived urban industrial activity, little is known about how
these enterprises have adapted to changing land uses and property development in
high-cost urban areas. We focus on these adaptations through interviews with urban
manufacturers and cultural producers in Brunswick, a gentrifying suburb
approximately 6 kilometres north of Melbourne’s central business district. Like most
inner-city industrial suburbs, Brunswick experienced industrial restructuring through
the 1970s and 1980s and the municipality has since faced considerable pressure
from land owners and the State Government to rezone its industrial land for housing
and transit-oriented development. While this poses considerable challenges for
Brunswick-based urban manufacturers and cultural producers, these pressures have
also acted as a catalyst for adaptation.
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If new production-oriented urban policies are to be successful, they must pay
attention to emergent production strategies, producer networks, and workspace
arrangements in inner-city industrial districts. 

Production: Accessible, Versatile and Niche Manufacturing Processes

Brunswick-based urban manufacturers tended to specialise in niche products with an
emphasis on sustainability, local production, and aesthetics. This included using
alternative materials, developing relationships with local suppliers, and crafting
distinctive styles (sometime in collaboration with consumers). 

However, producers rarely sustained themselves on this alone. Most businesses we
interviewed offered contract production services to other businesses. These services
were valued for their accessibility as clients could easily interact with producers to
design and conceptualise a product. For instance, contract clothing manufacturers
advised emerging designers on how to construct garments for larger production
runs.

Cultural manufacturers also also had to be versatile in terms of the jobs they
accepted. Set builders and cabinetmakers worked on public art projects through to
miniature golf courses. Metalworkers worked with builders, architects, designers,
bicycle shops, and other local manufacturers, with tasks varying between
prototyping, repairing, and installing. 

People: Formal and Informal Knowledge Exchange

In order to perform these varied functions, cultural manufacturers acquired skills
through formal and informal sources. While older-generation workers learned skills
on-the-job when traineeships in established factories and workshops were
commonplace, younger workers had to be more agile. While formal education and
traineeships provided a foundation for professional development, cultural
manufacturers refined their skills informally through practices of “community-based
learning” (Capdevila, 2018). Building these networks was described as a “slow build”
process of establishing relationships with people and businesses with specialist
expertise.

Place: Adaptability and Mobility amid a Shrinking Industrial Building Stock

Given the increasingly limited amount of production space in Brunswick, cultural
manufacturers had to be resourceful in finding workspaces. A common strategy
amongst interviewees, particularly in their early stages, was to take up short-term
leases in transitional spaces slated for redevelopment. Emerging businesses were
able to secure favourable leases that allowed them a window to determine the
viability of their business in a relatively low-cost, low-risk environment. 
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Another common strategy was sharing space. This ranged from moving into
established subdivided warehouses to forming cooperatives that divided
responsibilities for administering, maintaining and paying for workspace. Shared
warehouses enabled “social practices of collective self-help and self-organisation” by
pooling knowledge, networks and resources (Merkel, 2019, p. 527). They also
allowed for multiple uses under one roof. For example, one warehouse provided
shared space for jewellers to produce, design and administer a training school.

The flexibility and diversity of industrial buildings in central areas enabled cultural
manufacturers to grow and contract in place. In some instances, businesses moved
between “pods” within the same building. Others moved between buildings, usually
within Melbourne’s inner and middle northern suburbs. 

Conclusion: The Limits of Adaptation and the Need for Policy Intervention 

Urban restructuring has reshaped manufacturing and cultural production in inner-city
areas. To cope with cost and displacement pressures, businesses have developed
flexible business models, producer networks, and workspace arrangements. Yet,
these adaptations are invariably limited without policy support. 

While cultural manufacturers have proven agile, their business practices and
professional networks are still contingent on flexible industrial space and a degree of
proximity to clients and collaborators in central areas. Policymakers seeking to retain
urban manufacturing should preserve remaining industrial zones for productive
uses. 

Beyond this, however, there is scope to experiment. In central areas like Brunswick
where shared, multi-purpose spaces are common, urban policymakers might look to
encourage higher-density industrial space with communal education and retail
facilities. This would not only maximise the use of scarce industrially zoned land. It
would also maximise the time cultural manufacturers can commit to production by
collectivising responsibilities for organising tenants, managing retail facilities, and
administering education programs. In areas where transitional spaces are common,
urban policymakers might look to establish industrial business incubators with
fixed-term but more secure tenure than currently exists in spaces slated for
redevelopment. 

With other high-cost cities already implementing similar programs (Grodach &
Martin, 2018; Wolf-Powers et al., 2017), it is time for Australian planners and urban
policymakers to consider ways of re-integrating production with the fabric of our
cities. 
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